
FIRST GRADE ELA KNOWLEDGE-BASED UNITS

Theme Unit #7: Fairy Tales Suggested Duration 3 weeks

GSE Standards

Priority Standards

ELAGSE1RL2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.

ELAGSE1RL3 Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, using key details.

ELAGSE1RL4 Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.

ELAGSE1RL7 Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.

ELAGSE1RL9 Compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in stories.
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Essential Questions

Factual—

Who is/are the main character(s)?

Where does the story take place?

Which elements of the story are realistic and which
ones are fantastical?

Inferential—
How does the main character’s action impact the other
characters in the story?

How does the setting affect the story?

How does magic or imagination play a role in the story?

Critical Thinking-

Is the main character a hero or a villain?

Would the story change if it were in a different setting? Why or why
not?

How do you know this story is a fairy tale?

Tier I Conversational Words
Tier II Transdisciplinary Words

Tier III Content-Specific Words

good, bad, tell, describe retell, lesson, sequence, problem, solution,
visualize, adventures

hero, heroine, villain

Science of Reading Strategies

Berger Framework for Comprehension: Template Phonemic Awareness Strategy

Refer to the Word Chaining strategies on the Tool 4 padlet
and use key one-syllable vocabulary from this unit as the
starting word for different chains. Possible starting words
include tale, prince, trick, save.

Vocabulary Strategy

Concept Sort:
1. Create a set of index cards featuring key vocabulary from this unit.
2. Students add a representative picture to each card.
3. Collaboratively, the whole class or small groups sort the words into
categories that align with big ideas in this unit--heroes, villains,
settings, problems, solutions.
4. Students add new vocabulary to the established categories as they
arise in books during this unit.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vcrKR719laEh0VKevGyLkEMFbBQn_yzcFcbPPgIq3Jc/copy
https://padlet.com/rollinsljfa/1gaudh3ctdaaqcdr
https://www.readingrockets.org/strategies/concept_sort#:~:text=A%20concept%20sort%20is%20a,based%20on%20each%20word's%20meaning.


Assessments

Formative Assessment(s):

Description: Elements of Fairy Tales

Tell students that the stories they heard are considered fairy tales and folktales because they have certain common elements. Pair students up as collaborators to reflect on recent fairy
tales and folktales they have heard in relation to statements about specific story elements. If partners decide the sentence is accurate, they should both give a thumbs up. If partners
decide the sentence is inaccurate, they should both give a thumbs down. For any inaccurate statement, partners should discuss and share with the group how to “fix” the sentence to
make it accurate. Partners who cannot agree may need additional support for their conversation.

Adjust statements to match different fairy tales and folktales as needed

1. Fairy tales and folktales are true stories.
2. The settings for all folktales are imaginary.
3. Fairy tales have royal characters, magical characters or events, often begin with the phrase once upon a time, and usually have happy endings.
4. In the fairy tale “Hansel and Gretel,” the children stay out of trouble by following their parents directions.
5. Rumplestiltskin seems to help people but actually tricks them.
6. Folk tales contain a mixture of real and imaginary story elements.
7. Kissing a frog in real life is a good way to meet a prince.
8. Big Anthony does his best to help Strega Amelia.

Standards:
ELAGSE1RL2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.
ELAGSE1RL3 Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, using key details.
ELAGSE1RL4 Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
ELAGSE1RL7 Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.

Summative Assessment(s):

Description: Telling Real from Fiction

1. Have students fold a piece of paper in half four times to create 16 squares then label two squares as column headings Possible and Imaginary.

Possible Imaginary
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2. Display and describe Fairy Tales Image Cards #1-6, 10-11, 13-17 one at a time and have students decide whether the image shows something that is possible in real life.

A spindle; Kings and queens; Fairies; Sleeping; Spinning straw into gold; Castles; Dropping bread; Candy house; Hugging parents; Trading cows for beans; Climbing a beanstalk; Giants; Golden eggs

3. As you show and describe pictures, students should write a word or phrase for each image in a box on paper under the heading it aligns with.

Standards:
ELAGSE1RL2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.
ELAGSE1RL3 Describe characters, settings, and major events in a story, using key details.
ELAGSE1RL4 Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that suggest feelings or appeal to the senses.
ELAGSE1RL7 Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.

Writing Task and Rubric:

Description: Adapting a Story

In The Three Little Pigs, the pig siblings build their houses out of progressively more sturdy materials with the last one thwarting the wolf.

1. Task students with rewriting the story by choosing three different materials for the pigs to use. Emphasize that the materials still need to be progressively more sturdy with the
last one being strong enough to withstand the wolf’s attempts to blow it down.

2. Provide students with the Narrative Writing Checklist to consult as they plan, and score the final products using the Narrative Writing Rubric.

Standards:
ELAGSE1RL2 Retell stories, including key details, and demonstrate understanding of their central message or lesson.
ELAGSE1RL7 Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its characters, setting, or events.
ELAGSE1W3 Write narratives in which they recount two or more appropriately sequenced events, include some details regarding what happened, use temporal words to signal event order,
and provide some sense of closure.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DGuWo8tuMMjHV8gtNgm3OWjQNs2JotcK/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QY-tHg2DCLKqqFYjTl6vo5T7sO5FHN6J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yUx5DvNmwt-KPtYXe1YO6flcIq9VwFhe/view?usp=sharing


Objective or Content Learning Experiences Differentiation Considerations

Building Background Knowledge Through
The Berger Framework

Berger Framework: Strega Nona Meets Her Match

Standards Based Text Activities - tasks should
require metacognitive strategies.  Process of
thinking and building knowledge is visible in
learning.

1. Divide the class into three groups.
2. Mix up the Fairy Tales Image Cards, and give each group five or six cards. Tell

students that they will make up a new fairy tale using the images on the cards as
prompts.

3. Ask students in each group to sit in a circle and then explain that they will take turns
adding to the story as they draw a card from the pile.

4. Start each group off with the words, “Once upon a time . . . ” Then have students
take turns choosing a card and adding to the story to create a continuous narrative,
using the picture as a prompt. You may want students to lay the cards out in order
so that they can retell their mixed-up fairy tale again.

5. After the last card is played, say together, “and they lived happily ever after.” After
the groups have made up their stories, have the groups come back together and
share with the class.

6. You may also do this in a large group with all seventeen cards for a really mixed-up
fairy tale!

Performance Task - students should use both
written and verbal expression to complete
the task.

1. Collaboratively create a Character Sketch profiling one of the main characters from
a book in this unit. Be sure to emphasize the purpose of adding additional
background information that the author did not provide.

2. Have students choose another character from the same or another book in this unit
to create a Character Sketch.

3. Once sketches are complete, group students who chose the same character or
characters from the same book to compare their work to discover similar and
different choices they made in creating their sketches.
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yQ9nXufTHNNuKrpCI4lcuKJavGYS6w8cLq5MU0SdJnw/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DGuWo8tuMMjHV8gtNgm3OWjQNs2JotcK/view?usp=sharing
https://leverageedu.com/blog/how-to-write-a-character-sketch/


Recommended High Quality Complex Text By Lexile Band

The Frog Prince
Strega Nona Meets Her Match - (District provided)
Hansel and Gretel
Jack and the Beanstalk
Rumpelstiltskin
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